
Warren Buffett’s BoA Deal will not pay off

Superficially, it seems the great Warren Buffett took BoA to the cleaners as he did GE and 

Goldman Sachs in 2008.  His $5 billion deal to buy 50,000 shares of preferred stock yielding 6% 

(and an additional dividend payment of 5% when BoA buys back the preferred stock) plus 700 

million warrants with an exercise price of $ 7.14 any time over the next 10 years seems too good 

to be true (for him).

But as Buffett himself has said 2011 is not 2008.  So, while at first blush it seems Buffett is 

making out like a bandit, the reality could be different.

Firstly, even without looking at BoA's asset quality and legal contingent liabilities, the impending 

implementation of Basel III would require BoA to get in much more hard Tier I capital (equity not 

preferreds).  Then there are additional capital requirements for systemically important banks.  

All this implies his warrants will not pay off like they did in the GE and GS deals.  And that is 

despite the fact the warrants have ultra long tenures exercisable at around current prices.  

Normally, these warrants would be a booty.  But not when share dilution of a fairly significant 

degree over an extended period (the full force of Basel III will be felt in 2019) is factored into the 

equation.

Now come to the coupon bit of the deal.  Since the events of 2008 are unlikely to be repeated 

and governments are not likely to bail out banks without significant sacrifice from the holders of 

debt and preferred instruments, the creditworthiness of the preferreds get called to question.  If 

Bank of America has credit problems in the near future, (and the likelihood of that keeps 

increasing day by day) the banking regulator can instruct the bank not to pay coupon on the 

preferreds (without it being an event of default).    And as we mentioned earlier, the principal of 



the preferreds itself is not safe.  That being the case, Buffett is unlikely to get the 5% extra 

dividend when BoA repays the preferreds. 
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